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To all, uhon, it invality concert.
Be it known that I, JAMESTRIPP, a citizen
of the United States, residing in the city of
New York, in the county and State of New
York, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Sewing-Machines, of which
the following is a specification.
My invention relates to that class of lock
stitch sewing-machines in which a hook hav
ing a continuous or reciprocating rotary nove
ment is employed for carrying loops of nee
dle-thread around a stationary shuttle or bob
bin-case which holds the under or locking
thread; and the object of my invention is to
improve machines of this class by providing
a rotary hook and stationary shuttle or bob
bin - case, so constructed relatively to each
other that the needle-thread may be carried
around the bobbin - case, and thus be inter
locked with the under thread with the least
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possible friction. .
In the drawings forming part of this speci
fication, Figure 1 is a partial front end eleva
tion of a sewing-machine embodying my inven
tion. Fig. 2 is a side view of my improve
ments. Figs. 3 and 4 are central horizontal
and vertical sections of the same. Fig. 5 is
an elevation of the disk and its cap. Figs. 6,
7, and 8 are front, rear, and top views, re
spectively, of the shuttle or bobbin-case. Figs.
9, 10, and 11 are views showing the hook in
different positions to illustrate the operation
of my invention. Figs. 12, 13, and 14 are
front, rear, and top views of the hook-shell,
and Fig.15 is a perspective view of the same.
Fig. 16 is a top view showing the hook-shell,
with its inclosed bobbin-case detached from
its carrying-disk; and Fig. 17 is a top view
of these parts in operative relation to each
other.
A indicates the bed-plate of the machine,
and B a portion of the head thereof.
C is the presser-bar, carrying a presser-foot,
c; and D the needle-bar, having an ordinary
eye-pointed needle, d, said needle-bar, it will
be understood, being operated by any suitable
mechanism.
E is the under shaft of the machine, which

is to be connected with mechanism for im

stood that when the said shaft has a recip

rocating rotary or oscillating movement the
Oscillations will considerably exceed one hun
dred and eighty degrees, or a half-circle, as
is common with shafts for operating oscil
lating hooks in this class of machines, the
term “rotary’ as used in this specification
referring to either a continuous or reciprocat
ing rotary motion.
Secured to or formed integral with the for
ward end of the shaft E is a disk, F, having
within its periphery a forwardly-projecting
flange, f, affording a cup-likeformation to the
said disk. The edge of the flangef is slightly
recessed or cut away at f (see Fig. 5) for a
purpose which will be hereinafter explained,
and the disk F is preferably provided with
lugs ff. On its periphery to afford means for
detachably securing the hook-shell to the said
disk. .
. G is a flanged cap placed loosely on the
shaft Eadjacent to the disk F, said cap being
controlled in position by a suitable torsional
spring, asg', which has a tendency to force 7 5
said cap in the direction indicated by the ar
row in Fig. 2. The flange g of the cap G pro
jects forward over the periphery of the disk
F, and as the flange fis inside said periphery
an aperture, 2, will be left between said flange SO
and the flange g. The flange gy is cut away on
its opposite sides adjacent to the lugs ff.
and at each of said cut-away portions is formed
a locking-lug, g”.
His the hook-shell, which is recessed or cut
away at h to form the hook it', said shell being
preferably provided at its outer edge with an
inwardly-projecting flange, h, and at its pe
riphery with rearwardly-projecting locking
lugs l', adapted to engage with the lugs f' on
the periphery of the disk F. When the hook
shell is in Working position, its inner edge fits
in the aperture 2, between the flanges f and
g, and when said shell is to be detached from
the disk F, for the insertion or removal of the
shuttle or bobbin-case, the cap G is turned
slightly in the direction opposite that indi
cated by the arrow in Fig. 2, to disengage the
lugs g on the cap G from the lugs h" on the
hook-shell, as in Fig. 16, when the latter will ICO
be free to be removed, and when the hook

parting to said shaft a continuous or recip
rocating rotary movement, it being under- shell is replaced the lugs g of the spring-acted
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cap G will again Secure said hook-shell in
place.
Although I prefer the construction just
above described for detachably securing the
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hook-shell to its driving-disk, (these two parts,
forming two halves of a rotary hook, consti
tuting a receptacle or holder for the station
ary shuttle or bobbin-case,) it will be under
stood that said shell and disk may be other
wise connected together-as by being hinged,
or by forming One part with one or more
dowel-pins entering holes in the other part.
I do not, therefore, wish to be understood as
limiting myself to the construction which I
have shown and described, which permits of

can be properly regulated. The bobbin loosely
encircles the tension-pin, the flanges thereof
resting against the interior walls of the bob
bin-recess. A notch, k", is formed in the ten
sion-disk K, to allow the needle to pass down
as near to the center of the bobbin-case as pos
sible, and also to enable the thread to run
properly from beneath the tension-disk. The
bobbin-case is threaded simply by inserting
the thread through the thread-passage i",

drawing the same beneath the tension-disk K,
and then passing it through the guiding-hole
i" in the extension i” of the rib or thread-guide.
i". The bobbin-case thus threaded is, with
its inclosed bobbin, next inserted in the de

the removal of the hook-shell from its disk tached shuttle-shell from the rear side of the
when the Shuttle or bobbin-case is to be in latter, and said shell is then attached to the
Serted or taken Outt.
disk F of the rotary shaft, when the device is 85

ready for operation. The machine being set
in motion, the needle descends, and a loop of
its thread is caught by the rotating hook it',
and as said hook moves forward said loop is
forced Tear Ward by the hook i' on the shuttle 90
i", the latter pointing in a direction opposite or bobbin-case, the latter hook being arranged
to that of the hook hi? on the hook-shell H, the oppositely to the Said hook h". As the rotat
recess having about the same circular extent ing look meets the hook on the bobbin-case
as the receSS h in the Said hook-shell. The almost the instant it has caught the needle
rim i fits closely within the interior of the loop, the latter is positively held in the W
hook-shell, and the bobbin - case is held in shaped Ol' triangular recess between the two
3C said shell by the in Wardly-turned flange h' of hooks, so that it cannot by any possibility
the latter, the front edge of the flangef bear escape to occasion imperfect work by skipping
ing loosely against the rear side of the rim i, a Stitch. The peripheral rim i on the bobbin
to hold the said bobbin-case in position. Real case fits closely in the hook-shell H, which IOO
wardly of the rim i the bobbin-case fitsioosely may encircle Said rim as Snugly as an eccen
35 within the flangef of the disk F, and suffi tric-strap fits an eccentric, as the needle
cient space is left between the inner face of thread never passes between said rim and the
the bobbin and the Outer face of Said disk for interior of said shell, the rim merely serving
the free passage of the loops of needle-thread. as a bearing for the bobbin-case within the
The bobbin-Case is provided on its front, or hook-shell. The recess h in the hook-shell H
outer face with a circular rib or thread-guide, is made slightly deeper than the rim i on the
i", which has an extension, i”, having a thread bobbin-case, and as the recessf' in the flange
guiding hole, ", near its top. Said extension f registers with the recess h, there is sufficient
i thus serves as a thread-guide, and also to space for the needle-thread to run freely in O
prevent the rotation of the bobbin-case with said receSS back of Said rim, and thus around
45 the rotary hook, by being fitted loosely in a the bobbin-case, one portion of the loop being
slot or opening, ct, in the bed-plate A, the held by the stationary hook i' in the recess a
throat-plate, or other Stationary part of the as the hook hi? rotates. Thus when the hook
machine. A thread-paSSage, i, is formed It has passed around to the lower side of the
through the bobbin-case, said passage being bobbin-case, as in Fig. 10, the needle-thread
preferably slotted to the periphery of said will still be running loosely around the bobbin
case for convenience in threading. The rib case, and as the hook hi? continues its forward
i° on the front face of the bobbin-case nearly movement the needle-loop will be carried on
encircles the tension-disk K, and thus serves ward, and as Soon as the forward portion of the
as a guide to pass the loops of needle-thread recess h comes opposite to the recessa, as in
55 over said disk. The stem or pin I of the Fig. 11, the loop can escape freely from the
tension-disk passes freely through a bearing hook-shell and will be drawn upward in the
afforded by a Small hub or post, i, extend operation of tightening the stitches, having
ing within the bobbin-recess of the shuttle or passed entirely around the bobbin-case and I 25
bobbiin-case, Said pin being prevented from the locking-thread carried thereby without
turning by a small pin or projection, le", en ever having lifted said case from its support
tering a slot or receSS in Said hub or post. A in its passage around the Same. It will thus
small spiral Spring, l', is arranged on the stem be seen that by the construction of hook and
l; between the hub i” and a regulating-nut, k, shuttle and bobbin-case herein described I am
on the inner end of Said stem, and by a proper enabled to carry the needle - thread freely
adjustment of Said nut the pressure of the ten around a locking-thread withoutlifting the de
sion-disk K. On the thread passing between the Vice by which the locking-thread is carried,
same and the Outer face of the bobbin-case thereby avoiding much friction on the needle.
I is the stationary shuttle or bobbin-case,
having a circular recess, in which fits an ordi
nary disk-bobbin, J. The bobbin-case I has
a peripheral rim, i, which is cut away at a on
the upper side of Said case to form a hook,
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thread incidental to machines now in use, and tachably securing said shell to said disk, sub- 5o

thus facilitating the production of lock-stitches stantially as set forth.
at
a high rate
of speed with a minimum of 5. In a sewing-machine, the combination,
power.
-.
with a shaft, a disk carried thereby, and hav
A chain-stitch seam may be made with my ing a forwardly-projecting flange within its
rotary hook simply by substituting a station periphery, and a hook-shell detachably secured

ary looper or loop-detaining device for the to said disk and fitting over said flange, of a
stationary bobbin-case and bobbin.
.
stationary bobbin - case fitting snugly within
Having thus described my invention, I claim said hook-shell, substantially as set forth.

and desire to secure by Letters Patent
1. In a sewing-machine, the combination,
with a shaft and a rotary hook carried thereby
and formed in two parts, one detachable from
the other, of a shuttle or bobbin-case fitting
within said hook, the outer or detachable por
tion of the latter being provided with an in
wardly-turned flange for retaining said bob
bin-case within the hook, substantially as set
forth.
2. In a sewing-machine, the combination,
with a shaft carrying a flanged disk, of a hook
shell detachably secured to said disk, and pro
vided with a hook and an inwardly-turned lip
or flange on its outer edge, and a stationary
25 shuttle or bobbin-case having a peripheral rim
fitting snugly within said hook-shell, one por
tion of said rim being recessed or cut away to
form a hook the point of which extends in a
direction opposite to the point of the hook on
the rotary hook-shell, substantially as set forth.
3. In a sewing-machine, the combination,
with a shaft carrying a disks having a forward
ly-projecting flange provided with a recess in
its edge, and a hook-shell detachably secured.
35 to said disk and having a recess forming a
hook, said recess being arranged to register
with the recess in the edge of the flange on the
said disk, of a Stationary shuttle or bobbin
case having a peripheral rim fitting snugly
within said hook-shell and recessed to form a
hook, the said recess in the hook-shell being
slightly deeper than the width of said rim to
permit of the free passage of the loops of nee
dle-thread, substantially as set forth.
45 4. In a sewing-machine, the combination,
with a shaft, a disk carried thereby, and a
hook-shell, said disk and hook-shell being pro
vided with locking - lugs, of a spring-acted
flanged cap also having locking-lugs for de
IO

6. In a sewing-machine, the combination,
with a rotary hook, of a bobbin-case arranged
within said hook, and having on its outer face
a circular rib or thread-guide having an up
ward extension adapted to engage with some
stationary part of the machine to prevent the
rotation of Said bobbin-case, and a tension
disk arranged within said thread-guide, sub
stantially as set forth.
7. In a sewing-machine, the combination,
with a rotary hook, of a stationary bobbin
case arranged within said hook, and having
on its outer face a circular thread-guide, a ten
sion-disk arranged within said thread-guide
and having a stem extending within the bob
bin-case, and a spring and regulating-nut both
mounted on said stem, substantially asset forth.
8. In a sewing-machine, the combination,
with a rotary hook, of a stationary bobbin
case arranged within said hook, and having
on its outer face a tension-disk provided with
a notch or recess to permit of the downward So
movement of the needle, substantially as set
forth.
:
9. In a sewing-machine, the combination,
with a rotary hook, of a stationary bobbin
case arranged within said hook, and having a
thread-passage, i, a circular thread-guide, i,
having an upward extension, i, provided with
a thread-hole, i, and a tension-disk, K, ar
ranged within said circular thread-guide, and
having a stem, k, provided with a spring and
a regulating-nut, substantially as set forth.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand this 9th day of January, 1884.
JAMES TRIPP.
Witnesses:

GEO. W. FLETCHER,

W. COLBORNE BROOKES.

